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Event Overview
Since 1999, we have seen the impact of a game-changing $9 million raised from Comic Vision, 
Canada’s most anticipated stand-up comedy fundraising tour. Travelling coast to coast with the 
country’s funniest people, Comic Vision invites you to share the laughter and see the hope.

Montreal’s inaugural Comic Vision event in 2016 was met with great enthusiasm from the community, 
raising $50,000 for over 1 million Canadians living with vision loss. We are thrilled to announce that 
on October 2, 2018, Comic Vision will return for its third year and take place at a new bigger venue, 
attracting more supporters and raising more money for the most promising research to end blindness. 

In 2018, the Foundation has committed to funding 14 vision research projects across Canada, 5 of 
which are located in Quebec. This research is made possible by community leaders, chief among 
them are our corporate sponsors whose support brings our community together for a night of 
laughter and hope. 

We invite you to join us for Comic Vision Montreal. As a sponsor, you will make much needed vision 
research possible in your community, and across the country. 

Key Event Features:
• Exclusive stand-up comedy fundraiser featuring Canada’s funniest comics
• Inspirational speakers
• Cocktail reception with complimentary food and beverage
• A mobile and live auction featuring luxury experiences and exclusive items
• Fan Favorite Glasses On/Glasses Off (GOGO) Game

Committee Members
• Co-Chairs: Mike Rhodes, Shaini Saravanamuthu
• Members: Thomas Brown, Bruno Larrivee, Giovanni Giummarra, Awais Javed, Jeff Schouela, 

Marie-Josée Idiart, Maude Vinette

About the Foundation Fighting Blindness 
As a registered charity, the Foundation Fighting Blindness is the leading private supporter of vision 
research in Canada. For over 40 years, the Foundation Fighting Blindness has funded $32 million 
for groundbreaking vision research at hospitals and universities nation-wide, offering innovative 
education programs, and promoting awareness of the challenges of living with vision loss and the 
promise of emerging treatments.

As a diverse and thriving community, we represent a thriving community of thousands affected by 
retinal eye diseases and scores of Canadian scientists seeking cures for blindness. Over one million 
Canadians have vision loss due to retinal eye diseases and the number is expected to double over the 
next 20 years.
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Event Highlights

PAST SPONSORS
Sonos, Brown-Forman, ACE Bakery,  
Air Canada Foundation, Kernels 
Popcorn, Grant Thornton, Jack Daniels, 
BMO, Allergan, CTV, CIBC, Bayer,  
Broil King, Expedia, Four Season, 
Novartis, ledcor Group, L’Occitane, 
Peller Estates, Telus, SiriusXM Canada 
Inc., TD,  RBC, and so many more! 

PAST COMICS
Steve Patterson & The Debaters, 
Rebecca Kohler, Graham Chittenden, 
Dave Hemstad, Debra DiGiovanni,  
Peter Anthony, Allyson June Smith, 
Ryan Belleville, Mayce Galoni, Garrett 
Clark, Adam Growe, Pete Zedlacher, 
Derek Sequin, and so many more!

“There are exciting  
times ahead in the race  

to cure blindness and we  
are proud of the impact  
Comic Vision has made  
in funding the research.”  

– Nancy, Attendee

“The evening was great  
and I particularly enjoyed 

hearing the young speaker 
[Jack McCormick]...sad  
but enlightening as well.  
It’s a wonderful cause.”  

– Pat, Attendee

Fan Favorite Glasses 
On/Glasses Off (GOGO) 
Game — Attendees have 
the opportunity to win 
an exclusive prize by 
purchasing glasses that 
simulate age-related 
macular degeneration or 
retinitis pigmentosa.

“Thank you for the  
primo seating for  

Spruce Partners. We all  
had a great time and some  

really good laughs!”  
– Spruce Partners,  

Patron 
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Table Levels & Benefits
Support sight-saving research and choose from a selection of table levels and sponsorship 
opportunities, which showcase your business as a community leader in the fight against blindness 
and cutting edge research. If you have unique ideas of how to engage your brand with our shared 
audience, we will collaborate to create the best possible experience for your business. 
 

UNIVERSAL BENEFITS PACKAGE 

Table 
$1,250

Individual Ticket 
$125

Tickets 10

Premium Seating Yes

Premium food  
and drink

Yes Yes

Eligible to receive  
a tax receipt

$400 $50

Patron table recognition
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Local Sponsorship Opportunities & Activation
By joining Comic Vision as a corporate sponsor, you are aligning your company with Montreal’s 
diverse community with the opportunity to showcase as a leading supporter in the health and 
research sector. Comic Vision offers a unique experience to network, as well as entertain clients  
while enjoying a relaxed atmosphere with complimentary cocktails and great food! 

You’ll also receive recognition in the program, on the Comic Vision website, through social channels 
and within promotional emails!

Show your support for this great initiative in your community and invest in Canada’s future by 
enabling the Foundation Fighting Blindness to fund vision research, promote awareness and offer 
innovative education programs.

Lead Sponsor 
$7,500

Experience Sponsor 
$5,000

Recognition 

Sponsorship Exclusivity

Premium Table Location Yes Yes

Logo recognition on local  
promotional and on-site collateral  
(in print and online)

Yes Yes

On-Stage Thank You Yes Yes

Brand Activation

Activation Space Yes

Custom Brand Integrations Yes

Hospitality

1 Table (10 tickets) to  
Comic Vision Montreal

Yes Yes

Opportunity to host a comedian,  
or inspirational speaker at your table

Yes 

5 pre-paid “Glasses On Glasses Off” 
glasses to participate in event night 
signature game

Yes 
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The Impact of your Support
The Foundation Fighting Blindness has a singular goal: develop new treatments for blinding eye 
diseases. Comic Vision supporters make this research possible, and we are proud to report that in 
2018 we have committed to funding 14 research projects across Canada, including the following five  
in Quebec:

Dr. Gilbert Bernier,  
Hôpital Maisonneuve-
Rosemont

Pluripotent stem cells for 
the study and treatment 
of retinal degenerative 
diseases.

Dr. Michel Cayouette,  
Institut de recherches 
cliniques de Montréal 

Temporal identity 
factors: opening new 
avenues for cell therapy.

Dr. Jean-Sébastien Joyal, 
CHU Sainte-Justine

Studying the role of fatty 
acid energy metabolism 
in age-related macular 
degeneration (AMD).

Dr. Stéphanie Proulx, 
Université Laval

Using tissue engineering 
to develop new 
treatments for eye 
diseases: developing 
a RPE/choroidal 
substitute. 

Dr. Mike Sapieha, Hôpital 
Maisonneuve-Rosemont

Exploring how microbes 
in our bodies affect 
obesity and its impact 
on age-related macular 
degeneration. 

You can help 
up the pace 
of research by 
supporting  
Comic Vision!

*Based on a $100,000 grant awarded 
by the Foundation Fighting Blindness

Premier Sponsor $50,000

funds 6 months of research 

Entertainment Sponsor $30,000

funds 4 months of research 

Lead Sponsor $7,500

funds 3 weeks of research 

Experience Sponsor $5,000

funds 2 weeks of research 
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Make a difference!
Come for the laughs...  

Stay for the cure!
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